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Abstract

Imaging the vicinity of a black hole is one of the ultimate goals of VLBI astronomy�

The closest massive black hole� SgrA�� located at the Galactic center is the leading

candidate for such observations� Combined with recent VLBI recording technique

and submillimeter radio engineering� we now have the su�cient sensitivity for the

observations� Here we show performance simulations of submillimeter VLBI arrays

for imaging SgrA�� Good images are obtained from submillimeter VLBI arrays in

the southern hemisphere composed of more than �� stations� We also note that even

with a small array� we can estimate the shadow size and then the mass of black hole

from visibility analysis� Now� all we need is to construct a submillimeter VLBI array

in the southern hemisphere if we wish to unveil the black hole environment of SgrA��
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�� Introduction

Imaging black hole system is one of the �nal goals in VLBI astronomy� SgrA�� the

massive black hole at the Galactic center is the leading candidate for the research� This is

not merely because SgrA� is the most convincing black hole candidate 	Sch
odel et al� �����

Ghez et al� ����� but mainly because SgrA� shows the largest apparent angular size among

black hole candidates� In table � we show the apparent angular sizes of Schwarzschild radii of

several black hole candidates� We can recognize the SgrA� has the largest apparent angular

Schwarzschild radius that is estimated to be �arcseconds from the mass 	��� ���M�� Ghez

et al� ����� and the distance of the Galactic center 	� kpc��

As Schwarzschild radius 	Rs� is proportional to the mass of the object 	Rs��GMBH�c
��

where G is gravitational constant� MBH is the mass of black hole� and c is the light velocity��

the Schwarzschild radii of what you call super massive black holes with mass more than a few

����M� are really large� While the massive black holes are located at very long distance more

than a few Mpc� then the resultant apparent angular sizes of theirs are not so large�

As for stellar black holes in our Galaxy located close to us� because the masses are only a

few M�� the apparent angular Schwarzschild radii tend to be quite small than those of massive

black holes� For instance� a stellar black hole with �M� located at � pc has the apparent

angular Schwarzschild radius of �����arcseconds�

SgrA� is not so large as other massive black holes but has a mass with a few of ���M��

and is located only at � kpc where is three order of magnitude closer than any other massive

black holes� SgrA� has the largest apparent angular Schwarzschild radius of all black hole

candidates 	See table ���

We cannot see a black hole itself alone in dark space� However we can expect to look the

shadow of a black hole like a silhouette when the black hole is enveloped by luminous emission

of jet or accreting hot matter�

The views of the black holes in the situations have been theoretically investigated�

	Cunningham � Bardeen ����� Bardeen � Cunningham����� Cunningham ����� Lumine �����

Sikora ����� Fukue � Yokoyama ����� Perez � Wagoner ����� Jaroszynski� Wambsganss� �

Paczynski ����� Chandrasekhar ����� Kindl ����� Hollywood � Melia ����� Quien� Wehrse �

Kindl ���� Begelman � Rees ���� Quien� Wehrse � Kindl ���� Begelman � Rees ����

Hollywood � Melia ����� Bromley� Miller � Pariev ����� Pariev � Bromley ����� Usui�

Nishida � Eriguchi ����� Falcke� Melia� � Agol ����� Bromley� Melia� � Liu ����� Fukue

����� Takahashi �����

The typical size of the black hole shadow is around � Schwarzschild radii in diameter�

The �nding of the shadow is� in other words� the observation of event horizon� and the perfect

evidence of black hole simultaneously�

The apparent angular size of the black hole shadow of SgrA� is about ���arcseconds
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in diameter� Recent observations indicate the mass of SgrA� is ���� ���� ���M� 	Sch
odel et

al� ����� Ghez et al� ������ If we accept the newly estimated values� the size of the black

hole shadow is more than ���arcseconds in diameter� SgrA� was detected �� years ago 	Balick

� Brown ����� and has long been recognized to be very quiet and stable source� In recent

years however after the notice of quasi�periodic radio variation of �� days in SgrA� 	Zhao et

al� ������ several short time �aring events of SgrA� are unveiled� The detected rapid �ares of

SgrA� range from a few hours to �� min at radio� infrared� and x�ray emissions 	Miyazaki et

al� ����� Zhao et al� ����� Genzel et al� ����� Bagano� et al� ����� Goldwurm et al� �����

Porquet et al� ������ These rapid changes strongly suggest the structural change of accretion

disk or eruption of a jet in SgrA�� SgrA� has become very important for investigating black

hole environment�

Not a few VLBI observations have been performed to unveil the feature of SgrA��

However the scattering e�ects by surrounding plasma have blurred the intrinsic image and

then previous VLBI observations at lower frequencies could not reach the true face so far

	Doeleman et al� ����� Zensus et al� ����� Bower et al� ����� Yusef�Zadeh et al� ����� Rogers

et al� ����� Alberdi et al� ����� Krichbaum et al� ����� Marcaide et al� ����� Jauncey et al�

����� Lo et al� ����� ������

Because the scattering e�ect is proportional to the square of observing wavelength� the

e�ects become negligible at submillimeter observations� To unveil the intrinsic image� we should

accomplish submillimeter VLBI observations of SgrA� 	Falcke et al� �����

In this paper we simulate the performance of submillimeter VLBI array con�gurations

for SgrA� observations� We also note the capability of visibility analysis obtained from VLBI

array composed of a few stations�

� Table � �

�� Simulations

We performed simulations testing array performance whether the black hole shadow can

be recognized or not� Because SgrA� is located at ���� in declination� the suitable array should

be located at the southern hemisphere� We checked performance of three virtual arrays at the

southern hemisphere� the VLBA con�guration� a realistic network connecting submillimeter

interferometers and so on� As image model of SgrA� we use two kinds� one is the shadow

embedded at Gaussian brightness distribution� the other is the shadow centering an edge on

view of accreting disk� As we focus on the performance of array con�gurations� the sensitivity of

every station is uni�ed� Namely the antenna diameter is �� m with aperture e�ciency ���� The

system temperature at ��� GHz is ��� K that is attainable at the ALMA site� The observing

bandwidth is ���� MHz� Atmospheric condition is essentially important� but is neglected here�
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���� Array con�gurations

Here we select the following � array con�gurations for the simulations�

� Array A� the same location as that of the VLBA 	NRAO�� Needless to say� the actual

VLBA antennas have neither ��� GHz receivers nor su�cient antenna surface accuracy�

This is only for con�guration simulations�

� Array B� the VLBA con�guration plus a virtual station located at Huancayo in Peru� The

position of the virtual Huancayo antenna is situated ���� m in altitude� just where latitude

����� S meets longitude ����� W�

� Array C� the VLBA con�guration plus the Huancayo station and the ALMA in Chile

where is at longitude ���� W by latitude ����� S� �����m in altitude�

� Array D� the VLBA plus the Huancayo station� the ALMA and the SEST 	ESO� in Chile�

The location of the SEST is at longitude ����� W by latitude ����� S� �����m in altitude�

� Array E� this array includes realistic submillimeter interferometers� namely the SMA at

Mauna Kea in Hawaii� the CARMA in eastern California� the virtual Huancayo� the ALMA

and the SEST 	ESO� in Chile� The SMA and the SEST are now in operation� while the

CARMA and the ALMA are under construction�

� Array F� the inversed VLBA� located at the southern hemisphere� Except the latitudes of

stations� all other parameters are common as those of Array A�

� Array G� a virtual array located at the southern hemisphere� This array is composed of

� stations in South America and one station at the SAAO in South Africa� The locations

are listed in table �� Except Itapetinga at Brazil other � stations in South America are

situated at higher than ���� m�

� Array H� a virtual array located mainly at the southern hemisphere� This array includes

the array G denoted above� the SMA and the CARMA at northern hemisphere�

When the elevation of SgrA� is above ���� each station performs the observations�

� Table � �

Figure � shows the uv coverage of the � arrays mentioned above at ��� GHz� The uv

coverage of VLBA 	Array A� is notoriously worse in north�south direction� de�cient for imaging

SgrA� 	Fig�� a� 	Bower et al ������ Additions of stations in South America reinforce the north�

south coverage of the VLBA alone 	Fig��� b� c� d�� The uv coverage of Array E 	a realistic

submillimeter VLBI array� is wide range but quite sparse for SgrA� 	Fig� � e��

The corresponding synthesized beams 	or dirty beams� are shown in Figure �� Also in

Table � we show the each restoring beam size 	Gaussian shape� obtained by �tting to the dirty

beam during IMAGR in AIPS� While all of the FWHM of minor axes are comparable or smaller

than the diameter of the black hole shadow of SgrA�� all the FWHM of major axes are larger�

� Table � �
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The synthesized main beams 	spatial resolutions� of the array B � H are about three

times smaller in declination than that of array A as shown in Figure �� The main beam of

array E is certainly small but also exist quite high�level side lobes comparable to that of main

beam� The arrays F� G� and H show high main beams and quite low side lobe levels�

���� Image models for SgrA�

　Here we use two image models for SgrA�� One is a Gaussian shape with central

black hole shadow 	Fig��� M�� From the �rst VLBI observations at ��� GHz the outer size is

estimated about ��� mas in diameter 	Krichbaum et al� ������ We adopted the value as outer

diameter of the image model A� We use here the previous estimated mass of ������M� 	Ghez

et al� ����� and the corresponding shadow size of ���arcseconds in diameter� The shape of

the Gaussian brightness distribution is with major axis of ��� mas 	FWHM� and minor axis of

���� mas 	FWHM�� The position angle 	PA� of the major axis is ���� This shape is after the

previous VLBI observations at lower frequency that show east�west elongation of the apparent

shape of SgrA�� Generally the elongation has not been interpreted as any kind of intrinsic

structure but the e�ect of anisotropic scattering� and then the shape adopted here is only for

performance tests of arrays� The central shadow shape is also the same elliptical shape with

���� ��� arc seconds� and PA�����

The other image model B is a type of accretion disk viewed at edge on plus very faint

halo 	Figure � 	M��� This model is produced from numerical ray tracing by Takahashi 	������

The viewing angle to the disk plane is ���� The outer diameter of the disk is ��Rs� or ��� mas

in apparent angular diameter� The spin of black hole is zero� namely this is a Schwarzschild

black hole� The image shows a quite complex �gure strongly a�ected by gravitational lensing

and Doppler boosting with relativistic motion of the disk� At left side of the black hole shadow�

the brightest area exists which is caused by Doppler boosting to our line of sight� While at

right side the shadow seems to be slightly elongated because Doppler de�boosting harms the

brightness of the area of the accretion disk� At the upside of the black hole shadow we can

see the gravitationally lensed image of the opposite side of the disk� The brightest position

caused by Doppler boosting is located about ��� arc seconds east 	left� from the center� The

brightness of the point of symmetry is about ���� of that of the peak� The brightness of the

faint halo is proportional to the inversed square of the distance from the center� In the Figure

� 	M� the halo shows with the ���� and ���� levels of the peak brightness by contours� The

brightness ratio between the maximum to the dark halo is about ��� times�

The adopted �ux density of the image models is � Jy which is the typical �ux density

of SgrA� at ��� GHz�

The second image model B is really fantastic and shows typical physical phenomena we

expect at black hole vicinities� We however suppose the real image of the black hole shadow of

SgrA� should be similar to the �rst image model A� We will discuss the issue later� The exact
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frequency free from scattering e�ect is not sure� For example� Falcke et al� 	����� suggest the

frequency is ��� GHz� We here assume the scattering e�ect is negligible at ��� GHz�

���� Resultant Images from Clean Deconvolutions

We used the AIPS 	NRAO� for our simulations� We add the appropriate thermal noise

for the system sensitivities when the faked visibilities are produced from the image models

using UVCON in AIPS� Clean deconvolved images were produced with the task IMAGR� The

restoring beams are uni�ed to the circular Gaussian with the FWHM of ���arcseconds which

is smaller than those of the normal restoring beams shown in table ��

Figure � shows the resultant images for the image model A� The produced images from

the arrays A and E are not so good while other images have a dark area at the center� The

array F 	inverse VLBA�� G and H show good images of black hole shadow� All of these arrays

extend to more than  giga�wavelengths� and are composed of more than �� stations mostly

located at the southern hemisphere�

Array E� a network of realistic submillimeter array composed of � stations � SMA�

CARMA� SEST� Huancayo� and ALMA � is insu�cient for imaging the black hole shadow in

the image model A�

Figure � shows the resultant images for the image model B 	the edge on disk model��

Every result shows the gravitationally lensed feature of the opposite side of the disk and the

Doppler boosted side of the disk 	� the left side of the disk� certainly� The right side of the

disk that is Doppler de�boosted is also grasped vaguely� As the result the black hole shadow

at the center is clearly recognized� However the thin disk portion near to our sight could not

be reproduced in these results� The halo area is also recognized in every result� In the case of

the F� G� and H� the circular pro�le of the halo is clearly shown� The image model B has a

complex structure but is reproduced to some degree because the whole size is about two times

larger than the size of the image model A�

Judging from the simulations the suitable arrays for imaging the SgrA� black hole shadow

require more than �� stations located at the southern hemisphere extending to ���� km if the

observing frequency is ��� GHz� Addition of stations at northern hemisphere improves the

image�

We also simulated the image quality with changing the array sensitivity and found the

e�ect of sensitivity does not show a larger di�erence than expected� Rather systemic phase

errors from insu�cient removal of delay o�set and rapid phase change by atmosphere often

damage the images� which is beyond our scope in this paper but must be seriously considered�

� Figure � �

� Figure � �





� Figure � �

� Figure � �

�� Visibility Analysis

When array has limited coverage in u�v plane� visibility analysis has been performed

frequently in order to estimate the shape and size of the observed sources�

Fig� � shows visibility curves of three image models� 	a� a simple Gaussian brightness

without shadow� 	b� a Gaussian with the shadow of ���arcseconds	MBH � ��� ���M�� and

	c� a Gaussian with the shadow of ���arcseconds	MBH ��������M��� For simplicity we used

here point symmetric images�

While a Gaussian brightness distribution also shows a Gaussian curve in the visibility

amplitudes� if the shadow exits the visibility function has null value points at some projected

baseline length� The null value positions changes with the size of shadow� From visibility

amplitude function� we can distinguish whether the shadow exists or not� Further� because the

null value points move according as the shadow size� we can estimate the shadow size� and the

mass of black hole from the null value positions� For measuring the correlated �ux densities

with uv distance� a small array composed of a few number of stations are su�cient� Extremely

speaking only one VLBI baseline is su�cient to the purpose� The null value points are appear

even when the source has other structures� The discussion above will become fruitful when the

ture image of SgrA� is limited by other observational and theoretical circumscriptions�

� Figure � �

�� Discussions and Conclusions

We used the two types of image models for the simulations� Which image is appropriate

for SgrA�� The spectra of SgrA� is well �tted to advection dominated accretion �ows 	ADAFs�

Narayan et al� ����� or radiatively ine�cient accretion �ows 	e�g� Quataert et al� ����� Yuan

et al� ������ It suggests that matter density around the black hole in SgrA� is quite low and

then an optically thick disk is improbable 	Takahashi ������ This is not preferable to the image

model B� In the case of image model B� correlated �ux densities at long projected baselines

are larger than those of the image model A� Because the image model B includes very high

brightness point caused by Doppler boosting of relativistic velocity of the disk rotation� In

other words the observed brightness temperature of SgrA� should be higher if the image is

similar to the image model B� Krichbaum et al� 	����� shows that the ��� GHz correlated �ux

density of SgrA� at ���M� is about ��� Jy� which is consistent to or lower than the predicted

�ux density from the image model A�

If the true image of SgrA� at submillimeter wavelength is like the image model A� from
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visibility amplitude function with projected baseline length we can easily estimate the diameter

of the black hole shadow� The mass of SgrA� range from ��� ���� ���M�� which is quite

precise value so that we can safely forecast where the corresponding null points will appear�

The �rst null point appears at the projected baseline ranging ���� � ���� km in the case of

image model A� If the scattering e�ect really becomes negligible at ��� GHz� we should put

stations for submillimeter VLBI in the Andes at appropriate distance from the ALMA in order

to detect the black hole shadow� The �nding of the visibility null points is the �rst observational

evidence of the event horizon of black hole�

� Table � �

We also check the sensitivity for the detection of the null points� In �gure �� the hori�

zontal red line shows the �� r� m� s� noise level 	��mJy� calculated from the condition in table

�� The accuracy of the null point measurement is about ��� M� at worst that corresponds

� � �� arc seconds in the diameter that gives us the accuracy of mass measurement about

�� �� ���M� It is obviously that we can distinguish the di�erence between the image model

A and B�

The assumed parameters in table � are now in our hands using recent VLBI recording

technique and submillimeter radio engineering� Last century the VLBI Giga Bit Recorder

attended high�speed recording at � Gbps 	eg� Nakajima et al� ����� Sekido et al� ����� and

much higher recording system will appear� Even with the tandem use of the GBR system

���� MHz bandwidth recording is attainable� Antenna and receiver systems for submillimeter

observations are now in great progress for the ALMA use� Phase�up ALMA or ACA will a�ord

great improvement of sensitivity in submillimeter VLBI� The outstanding issue for detecting the

event horizon of SgrA� is whether we have some sites suitable for submillimeter observations

in the Andes but away from the ALMA site� Good atmospheric conditions are required� Hence

site survey at the Andes is the key point to the project�

Now� if only we �nd suitable sites and construct a submillimeter VLBI array in the

southern hemisphere� we can unveil the black hole environments of SgrA��
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Table �� Black hole mass� distance� Schwarzschild radius � shadow size

Object Mass Distance Schwarzschild Radius Shadow �diameter�

�M�� �kpc� �km� �A�U�� ��arcsec� ��arcsec�

��� ��� ��� ��� �	� �
� ���

a stellar black hole � �� ���� ��	� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����

M�� ���� ����a� ���� ��	� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���	

SgrA� ��
� ����b� � ��
�� ��� 	���� ���� 
�� ���


SgrA� ���� ����c� � ���� ���� ����� ���� ��� �	���

M�� ��	� ��	�d� ��� ����� ���� 
���� ���� ���
 ����

NGC��	� �M��
� ��� ��	�e� ���� ���	� ���� ��
�� ���� ���� ��	�

M�� ���� ����f� �
��� ���� ���� 
��� ��
� ��� ��	�

Notes� � Col� ���� Object name� Col� ���� Estimated mass of black hole� a� Matsumoto � Tsuru ����

Ptak � Gri�ths ���� b� Ghez et al� ������� c�Ghez et al� ������� d�Kormendy � Bender ��� e� Miyoshi

et al� ��	�� Herrnstein et al� ���� f� Ford et al� ���� Col� ���� Object distance� Cols� ���� �	� and �
��

real Schwarzschild radius in km and in A�U�� apparent angular size in �arcsec respectively� Col� ���� Apparent

angular diameter ��arcsec� of black hole shadow ��	�Rs�

Table �� Array G� station positions

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude

Huancayo ������ �	��� ���	 m

ALMA ������ 
���� 	��� m

SEST ����� ����� ���� m

Itapetinga ������ �
�
� ��� m

SAAO ������ ����� ��
� m

Cerro Murallon ����� ���	� �
�� m

Cotopaxi ����� ����� 	�
 m

Pico Cristobal ����� ����� 	
�� m

Maipo ������ ����� 	�� m

Araral ����	� 
��
� 	
�� m

��



Table �� Restoring normal beam sizes calculated in AIPS

Array FWHM of Major and Minor Axis Position Angle of Major Axis

A �
����� �
���	�asec �����

B ������� �������asec ����

C ����	� �������asec �����

D ��	��� ����	�asec �����

E 	���
�� �	�	���asec ���
�

F �	��� �������asec 	���

G �	��	
� �������asec 
����

H ���
�� ����	�asec �����

Table �� Parameters related to sensitivity attainable with recent technique

name value

antenna diameter �	 m

aperture e�ciency e� ���

system temperature �	� K

quatized e�ciency eq� ���

integration time ��� sec

bandwidth ���� MHz

�� noise level �� mJy

��



Fig� �� The UV coverage plots of the arrays for SgrA�� �a� Array A� �b� Array B� �c� Array C� �d�

Array D� �e� Array E� �f� Array F� �g� Array G and �h� Array H� The span of each side is �
 ��� to ���

giga�wavelengths ����GHz��

��



Fig� �� The corresponding synthesized �dirty� beams� �a� Array A� �b� Array B� �c� Array C� �d� Array

D� �e� Array E� �f� Array F� �g� Array G and �h� Array H� The span of each side is 	���asec� The step

of contours is ��� of the peak brightness�

��



Fig� �� Clean results from simulations for the image model A �Gaussian brightness distribution with

central shadow� �a� Array A� �b� Array B� �c� Array C� �d� Array D� �e� Array E� �f� Array F� �g� Array

G and �h� Array H and �M� the image model A� The span of each side is �	��asec� 　The contour levels
in the image model A �M� are ��� steps� The inset in every panel shows the used restoring beam size�

��



Fig� �� Clean results from simulations for the image model B �edge on view of a standard disk plus dark

halo�� �a� Array A� �b� Array B� �c� Array C� �d� Array D� �e� Array E� �f� Array F� �g� Array G and �h�

Array H and �M� the image model B� The two contours show ����� �outside� and ���� �inside� level of

the peak brightness� The span of each side is �	��asec� The inset in every panel shows the used restoring

beam size�

��



Fig� �� The visibility amplitudes of three image models as function of projected baseline� �a� the case

of MBH � ���� ���M�� �b� the case of MBH � ��
� ���M� and �c� the case with no black hole or the

scattering e�ect is still dominant� The functions of �a� and �b� have null value points that indicate the

existence of the central black shadow� The �� noise level of present engineering performance is shown by

the red horizontal line� The red point with error bar is the measured visibility amplitude by Krichbaum

et al� ����
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